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Gambier, Ohio

The Legacy of the Kenyon Bookstore
Part III: A New Manager Strives to Bring Stability

By August steigmeyer
News Editor
The search for a new manager
for the Kenyon College Bookstore
has ended with the appointment
of Jim Huang, who will take his
position on Feb. 15. Huang, graduate of Swarthmore College, coordinator of the 2009 Boucheron
World Myster y Convention in
Indianapolis and veteran manager
of two independent bookstores,
said he is “looking forward to
the challenge of
g etting e ver ything together
and making the
[Bookstore] everything it can
be.”
In the past,
Huang has tried
to bring a sense
of community to his stores. He
opened his first store, the Deadly
Passions Bookshop in Kalamazoo,
Mich., in 1992. Huang operated
the shop, which specialized in

www.kenyoncollegian.com

myster y, romance and science
fiction/fantasy literature, for 11
years before moving onto his current business in Carmel, Ind., The
Mystery Company. The goal of
Huang’s stores has always been to
“foster connections,” he said. “Our
stores are all about connection,
bringing people together over
books, connecting readers and
writers.”
Building connections between the author and the reader
has also been a
goal of the booksigning events
Huang has organized for his
stores. “Ever y
time we do author events,
we try to make
them opportu- Jim Huang nities so readers and writers
really get a chance to talk to each
other and not just get a signature
and move on to the next person in
line,” he said.
Huang said he likes to extend

“Once we set out
on a plan, we want
to make sure that it
works out in the long
run.”

this belief to his management endeavors. “We try to be friendly; we
try to know the customers’ names;
we work hard to learn everyone’s
preferences,” he said. One customer
calls Huang the “concierge,” a title
to which he said he has become
partial.
The “creativity and inventiveness” Huang brought to the stores
he has owned and operated in the
past brought him to the top of the
candidate list and showed what he
could bring to Kenyon, according
to Mark Kohlman, chief business
officer and head of the new manager search committee. “It’s getting
harder and harder to run independent bookstores and I think he saw
this as an opportunity to run an
independent store but have more
support behind it.” The College is
not requiring Huang to make any
major changes to the Bookstore,
but is staying open to his ideas,
according to Kohlman.
Huang says he is excited to get
to campus and roll up his sleeves
but does not have a specific plan
see bookstore, page 4

Freshwater Hearing to Conclude Soon

12 Pages

New Islamic Studies
Concentration Offered
tively new, partly due to the new
tenure-track position in Islamicate
history, he said. “The strength of
Beginning next year, Kenyon our curriculum is in part its vitalwill become one of few liberal arts ity and diversity,” Schubel said.
colleges to offer
“There will even
a concentration
be a new course
in Islamic Civion mathematics
lization and Culin the Islamic
tures, according
world.”
to Professor of
The creReligious Studies
ation of this
- Nayef Samhat c o n c entr ati o n
Vernon Schubel.
The concentracame partly in
tion will be interdisciplinary and response to the growing number
include courses from the history, of students traveling abroad to
religious studies and political sci- Islamic countries and studying
ence departments, Provost Nayef Arabic, according to Schubel. “I
Samhat said. One requirement is a believe that Kenyon is in a unique
year of study of a Middle Eastern position to develop this kind of
language, either Arabic here at Ke- concentration, given the growing
nyon or Farsi or another language student interest and the presence
elsewhere.
of a dedicated group of committed
According to Schubel, the new faculty.”
concentration will mainly include
“Schubel and his colleagues
courses that Kenyon already offers. deser ve all the credit for [the
Some courses, though, are relasee Islamic Concentration, page 2
By marika garland
News Assistant

“Schubel and his
colleagues deserve
all the credit.”

Kenyon Strives to Help Haiti

Update: Mount Vernon Teacher Faces Termination for Violating First Amendment
By sarah friedman
Editor-in-Chief
The 18-month ordeal of the
contract termination hearing of
John Freshwater will continue
into February and possibly longer,
according to David Millstone, the
attorney representing the Mount
Vernon Board of Education in
the hearing. The Mount Vernon
Middle School eighth grade science teacher is accused of burning students with a Tesla coil and
violating the First Amendment by
endorsing religion in his public
school classroom.
The New York Times reported
on Jan. 19 that the hearing was
set to end on Jan. 22, but it was
rescheduled. “ We’ve seen a lot
of delays,” Millstone said, but
declined to comment on why.
According to Millstone, there
are two more days of hearings

scheduled. “I believe it will end gent design. According to a court
sometime in February, but I don’t order of the Southern District of
want to guarantee anything,” he Ohio Court, “Freshwater also alsaid.
legedly advised his students that,
T h e s p e c i f i c a l l e g a t i o n s although he is forced to teach
against Freshwater are numerous. from the textbooks, the teachings
Pe r h a p s t h e
are wrong or
most serious is
n o t p ro ven
the accusation Freshwater is accused of according to
that he burned violating the Establishment t h e B i b l e .”
students with
According
a Tesla c o il , Clause of the First Amend- to Millstone,
an electricity- ment by referencing the Fr e s h w a t e r
producing deis accused
vice, on their Bible in his science class, o f s a y i n g
forearms, in among other allegations.
in c l a ss : “ I
some cases in
know how
the shape of
th e wo rl d’s
a cross. The original lawsuit was going to end because I’ve read it
filed by the parents of a burned in the Book” and “science is wrong
student who suffered lasting pain and we see that. There’s a recent
as a result of the classroom ex- study in Time magazine where
periment. In John Doe, et. al. vs. they said that they found a gene
Mount Vernon City School Board that is linked to homosexuality,
of Education, Freshwater was but the Bible says homosexuality
also accused of teach- is a sin and therefore those who
ing creationism choose to be homosexuals are
see Freshwater, page 4
and intel l i-

sarah friedman
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News Briefs

Klesner Named Associate Provost
Joseph Klenser, a Kenyon
professor of political science
since 1985, will assume the position of associate provost start-

ing in the 2010-2011 academic
year. The Collegian will include a
full profile of Klesner’s career and
his promotion next week.

Morgans Open to Qualified Students
Potential residents of the
Mo r g a n Ap a r tm ents must
pass an initial screening process before entering a lottery
to live in the Morgans. The
re qu irements for l iving in
the newly renovated housing
are designed to find students
who can “handle the responsibilit y of living there and
not treating it like the former
Milk Cartons,” according to
Alicia Dugas, assistant dean
of students for housing and
residential life.
“We’ve spent a lot of money trying to upgrade the Morgans and now they are some of
the nicest housing on campus,
and we wanted to make sure
the students living there didn’t
have a record of causing damage during their previous time
at Kenyon,” Dugas said.
The issue of how to house
students in the Morgans was
part of an ong oing discussion between ResLife and the
Housing and Dining Committee. They decided to go
with the application process
before the April 17 lotter y
so a background check could
be conducted on applicants
before they went to sign up for
housing, according to Dugas.
One of the primary reasons for improving the conditions and atmosphere of the
apartments was their proximity to Gambier residents.
“We have received very positive reviews [from Gambier
residents] … and they were
not only thrilled by the conditions but also by the look
of the building on the outside
and by the treatment of their

property,” Dugas said. At a recent
town hall meeting , an officer
of the Knox County Sheriff ’s
Department said his office did
not have to write a single report
on the Morgan Apartments last
semester and there have been no
thefts reported in the area, according to Dugas.
All applications for Morgan Apartment housing must
be completed and handed in
to the office of Housing and
Residential Life by 4:00 p.m. on
Feb. 10.
ResLife Requirements for
living in Morgans:
• You MUST be a SENIOR
in good academic standing with
the College with a minimum
cumulative GPA of 3.00.
• You MUST be in good judicial standing with the College.
Because living in the Morgan
Apartments is a privilege, past
disciplinary record, if any, will be
taken into consideration.
• You MUST have less than
$200.00 in cumulative closing
charg es during your time at
Kenyon.
• You MUST agree to the
policies and practices of the
Morgan Apartment community
which include limitations on
disruptive community behaviors (both to Morgan residents
and Gambier residents). These
community policies will be develope d by the occupants in
conjunction with the Housing
and Residential Life Office.

Gambier Grill Management Changes
For the third time in the
last eight years, the Gambier
Grill experienced a chang e
in ownership, forcing the establishment to temporarily
close. The Grill reopened on
Jan. 20.
Chief Business Officer
Mark Kohlman said previous
managers Dan and Elizabeth
Ralston had been tr ying to
sell the restaurant but he “can’t
speculate” as to why. The College had “absolutely no role in
their decision to get out of the
business,” Kohlman said. The
College acts as landlord for
the building, renting it out to
restaurant owners.
Kohlman met with the

new manager, Andy Durbin. The
College is “comfortable with him
and his willingness to operate in
a way that we think is responsible,” Kohlman said. “All we
really want is an operator who’s
going to follow the laws.”
Although the College is not
involved in the day-to-day operation of the restaurant and bar, it
does want to make sure that the
employees are not ser ving to
minors, according to Kohlman.
“It doesn’t really come back on
us but as a school we want somebody who’s responsible enough
to keep order and peace. It’s their
responsibility to do it and run
the business as they so choose,”
he said.
— August Steigmeyer
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Forum Discusses Merits of Standardized
Testing in College Applications
optional for admission to Kenyon.
She said having this option could
improve the College’s academic profile
because students who perform poorly
on standardized tests would likely not
submit their scores. Making testing
optional would also likely increase
the number and diversity of applicants
because students who do not have the
resources to prepare for standardized
testing would be more likely to apply,
she said.
“I think there may be an advantage to a larger funnel [for applicants],”
said Nugent. “We want that funnel to

that have chosen to become testoptional have seen greater diversity
in their student bodies. Delahunty
The Office of Admissions and the
also cited a study by Bates College
Committee on Academic Standards
that showed that although students
(CAS) held a meeting on Wednesday,
who submitted test scores did tend
Jan. 20, to discuss the role of standardto have a higher GPA in college, the
ized testing in Kenyon admissions and
only significant difference between
the possibility of making the submissubmitters and non-submitters was
sion of these scores optional. Dean of
their choice of major.
Admissions and Financial Aid Jennifer
Delahunty continued the meetDelahunty, who led the meeting, proing by reviewing the admissions provided faculty in attendance with an
cess. She showed faculty in attendance
update of a three-year investigation of
the grid admissions officers use to give
test options.
applicants an overall academic rating.
M o s t
The grid includof the faculty
ed standardized
members who
test scores but
attended the
also gave equal
How well high school scores will predict your first-year GPA
meeting were
weight to severSimple
from the deal other factors
Academic Application Data for Correlation
partments of the
including high
Prospective Students Coefficients
natural sciences.
school course
Overall Academic Rating 0.69
“The forum was
load, number of
Calculated High School GPA 0.68
a little odd beadvanced placeHigh School GPA 0.63
cause there were
ment classes,
almost no fachigh school
SAT Writing Score 0.61
ulty members
GPA, class rank,
SAT Critical Reading Score 0.59
who attended
teacher recom3 Highest SAT Subject Tests 0.58
other than scimendations and
2 Highest SAT Subject Tests 0.54
entists,” Presiessays.
# of AP/IB/KAP Classes 0.52
dent S. Georgia
“ I d o n’t
Nugent said.
think [test
SAT Math 0.51
Delahunty
scores] should
The simple correlation coefficients measure the relationship between the
asked the faculbe a determinabove high school scores and first-year GPA. The closer the coefficient is to
ty in attendance
ing factor, and
1.00, the more closely correlated the factor is with a student’s GPA in the
whether they
we don’t use it
first year; for example, a coefficient of .69 is strongly correlated with high
would be in faas a determining
achievement in the first year of college.
vor of eliminatERIN MERSHON factor,” Nugent
ing standardized
said.
testing from the admissions process. be very, very large.”
Delahunty said test scores were
On the other hand, making test- not a determining factor, using an
Many members of departments in the
ing
optional
would give admissions admitted student with an ACT
natural sciences, however, said they
officers
one
fewer way to evaluate score of 18 as an example, but added,
were unsure at this time because they
applicants
and
would cause Kenyon “When you have a student who’s on
often use standardized test scores for
to
risk
the
perception
of being less the bubble, [test scores] do influence
advising students on what classes to
selective,
Delahunty
said.
In addition, you.”
take.
according
to
a
March
2009
survey
“The science faculty has tended to
The statistics faculty will likely
of
students
who
visited
Kenyon
but help to conduct further analysis of the
believe that it is very important to have
the math SAT score, so they turned chose not to apply, the College’s stan- correlation between success at Kenyon
out in part because they felt they have dardized testing requirement had the and various other factors, including
lowest impact of factors measured on standardized test scores. Using these
a view on this,” Nugent said.
Delahunty began the meeting students’ decisions not to apply. Their analyses and other research, the admisby describing the possible advantages perception of Kenyon being “too ru- sions office will continue to investigate
and disadvantages of making the sub- ral” had the greatest impact.
what is best for the College in terms of
According to Delahunty, schools test options, according to Delahunty.
mission of standardized test scores
By marika garland
News Assistant

Factors of First-Year Success:

Islamic Concentration: New Studies Aim for Diversity
From page 1
concentration’s] success,” Samhat said. As provost, Samhat said he
will be responsible for “ensuring we
have the resources to support the
concentration.” He also said he has
taught Middle Eastern international
relations before and “would be delighted to teach a course that serves
the needs of the concentration.”
Schubel and Samhat both said
they believe the new concentration
will further distinguish Kenyon
because very few liberal arts colleges
currently have similar programs in
place.
“It is my hope that the presence
of this concentration will send a
message to members of the Muslim

community that we take the study
of Islamic history and culture seriously,” Schubel said. “It might make
members of the Muslim and ArabAmerican community take Kenyon
seriously as a possible place to go.”
Samhat said Islamic Civilization and Cultures is an important
concentration for the College to
have. “A well-informed individual
should have available the opportunity to learn about this religion and
movement,” he said.
Schubel said he would like to
work with admissions to advertise
the new concentration to recruit a
more diverse student body. He said
he would love to see more ArabAmerican, South Asian-American,
African-American Muslim and

Muslim international students on
campus. “I hope this concentration
will help facilitate that,” he said.
Samhat said this new concentration is not the beginning of a trend of
new concentrations. “We don’t want
to create interdisciplinary programs
too often,” he said. “We want to identify those of enduring significance
that reflect the deep interests of the
students and faculty.”
According to Schubel, the
concentration will be available to
all students except those graduating
in spring 2010. Samhat said that he
would advise interested students to
learn Arabic and go abroad when
they can. “Study what you’re interested in, because you’ll never have
this opportunity again,” he said.
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Polar Plunge

Charity Event Raises Over $900

Rush 2010 Offers View of
Greek Life on the Hill
Students Encouraged to “Stay Open-Minded”
By August steigmeyer
News Editor

aaron zaremsky

Beer and Sex organized a Kokosing “Polar Plunge” on Dec. 19, 2009, as
a fundraising event for the Kno-Ho-Co clinic in Mount Vernon. The clinic
provides services for individuals whose insurance or financial situations might
prevent them from gaining important family planning resources, according to
Brandon Bollinger ’11, Beer and Sex advisor and event coordinator. Bollinger,
along with counselors Martha Gregory ’10, Kate Kellman ’10 and Eric Lewis
’10, donated the funds from the event specifically to the woman’s health clinic,
which provides birth control, emergency contraceptives, STD and STI testing
and other healthcare products at a low rate.
“Since we talk about these things to the first years during their Beer and Sex
meetings, we figured that the Kno-Ho-Co clinic would match up well for our
purposes,” Bollinger said. Beer and Sex’s initial goal was to raise $500. “This
seemed like a big leap at the time, but we were thinking we could get a good
turnout,” Bollinger said. The fundraiser surpassed the goal and raised $907.
“I think the event was a huge success in our eyes, and just absolutely hilarious to watch,” Bollinger said. “We are hoping that this event takes place every
year through Beer and Sex, and that it is something that people look forward
to … if you can look forward to jumping into the Kokosing when it is freezing.
Literally, there was ice lining the river when we got there.”
Planning the event took longer than group leaders expected. “We really
wanted this event to appear safe from the school’s viewpoint, so we took a lot
of precautions in planning it,” Bollinger said. The counselors tried to gain a full
perspective of all the risks involved by talking with the Health Center, the Dean
of Students Hank Toutain, the Office of Campus Safety, the local fire department and the staff at the Brown Family Environmental Center. “We thought
that people would not be okay with this event, but much to our surprise, they
all were super receptive to it. The nurses told us about the possible benefits to
one’s health from the change in temperature, and the dean suggested this be an
event that people look forward to every year,” Bollinger said.
Bollinger attributes the popularity of the event to its proximity to exam
week. “I think that the pressure of exams and the fact that our school is situated
in the country leaves people open to doing some crazy things. It provided a nice
change of pace from everything else that was going on. ...It was great to get down
to the Kokosing River and feel like you were off the Hill and to do something
you, hopefully, wouldn’t typically do.”
“We are very happy with the turnout and thankful for all the groups that
supported us and the Kno-Ho-Co clinic,” Bollinger said.
-August Steigmeyer



Rush and pledging procedures, overall, remain unchanged
from last year as a few minor
infractions were not enough to
warrant any major restructuring of
event guidelines. With the start of
rush, Greek Council President Dal
Burton ’10 is encouraging potential pledges to “stay open-minded.”
Before entering this ten-day exposure to Greek life, most students
have some idea of which organization they want to join and “rush
week just confirms their decision,”
according to Burton. But, he said,
“there are a lot of organizations
that have … a wide array of things
to offer and it’s tough because you
can’t experience all that in a tenday period.”
Kassi Chappell ’12 said she
decided to rush because it would
be a new experience and “it might
be fun and it’s a way to meet new
people.”
“The two biggest things for
people to remember are to keep
your mind open and to be yourself,”
said Meagan Webb, director of
student activities and Greek life.
“Attend events from the different
groups so you know and feel confident that you’ve chosen the best
group for you. If you go through
and put on a face for the different
people you’re meeting then they’re
never going to meet the real you.”
James Dennin ’13, who is participating in rush activities, said he
“feel[s] like Kenyon is the kind of
school where there’s some pressure
to be alternative, and being part
of a frat can take off some of the
pressure to be just alternative for
alternative’s sake.”
Burton is confident that Rush
will proceed without incident.
“There were a couple violations of
school policy during rush week last

year and they’ve been discussed,”
he said. “ There aren’t unique
measures being taken to prevent
them but we are confident that
they won’t be broken again.”
Webb said she considers student harm to be a major rush
infraction, but the issues in the last
five years have been mainly limited
to organizations “taking liberties”
with the guidelines. “None of those
infractions resulted in any serious
student harm,” she said. “The goal
is always to execute that safe rush
week and my goal is for there to
be no hazing and I’m hoping that’s
what will happen. I hope that our
groups will understand the policies
and abide by those.”
The Office of Campus Safety
is given the rush schedules and
does check in on the events, according to Webb, but it is up to
individuals to “report something
they feel … needs to be reported
[and] we encourage them to do so,”
she said. On the Student Activities
Office Web site, there is a report of
concern that can be filled out by
members of the community and
returned anonymously; however,
Webb said, if someone does send it
in anonymously, he or she should
provide some sort of contact information.
Burton said rush allows students to “get at least a hint of
something [they] might like that’s
worth pursuing, and it can end up
being maybe the best decision of
[their] life.”
“I want to have a good time
with the frat I want to join and I
think I’m going to gain some pretty
kickass memories,” Simon Szybist
’13 said.
Rush week ends January 21.
If students have any questions
or concerns about rush or pledging
they can contact Meagan Webb at
webbm@kenyon.edu or ext. 5661.

Village Record
Jan. 21-25, 2010
January 21, 2:24 p.m. — Vehicle accident in McBride Field parking lot
involving non-student. No injuries.
January 23, 2:26 a.m. — Theft of personal property.
January 23, 8:09 a.m. — Vandalism to College property at Health and
Counseling Center.
January 23, 10:07 a.m. — Drugs/paraphernalia in Leonard Hall. Items
seized and destroyed.
January 23, 11:04 a.m. — Theft of personal property in Hanna
Hall. Reports taken.
January 23, 11:04 a.m. — Theft of personal property in Hanna
Hall. Reports taken.
January 23, 11:04 a.m. — Theft of personal property in Hanna
Hall. Reports taken.
January 24, 2:40 a.m. — Emergency illness call in Norton Hall. No
transport.
January 24, 2:40 a.m. — Intoxicated student in McBride Hall. No
transport.
January 24, 4:05 a.m. — Theft of College property in Peirce Hall.
January 24, 4:34 p.m. — Theft of personal property in Hanna Hall.
January 25, 5:45 a.m. — Emergency injury call in Mather Hall. Injured
student refused medical transport.
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Freshwater: Legal
Disputes Continue
From page 1

of actively participating in the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
a student religious group of which
he was a sponsor, by praying
with the students and contacting
speakers for the group. As a public
school employee, his involvement
in the group legally could be only
“on a non-participatory basis,”
said Millstone.

sinning.”
Public school teachers are
required to follow curriculums
approved by the state and local
boards of education. According
to page 130 of the Ohio State
Board of Education’s Academic
Content Standards for eighthgrade science, by the end of the
curriculum students should grasp
Legal action
the concepts of e volutionar y
theory, including being able to
In early July 2008, the Board
“[e]xplain how variations in struc- of Education adopted a resolution
ture, behavior or physiology allow to consider terminating Freshsome organisms to enhance their water. According to Ohio law,
reproductive
after the Board
success and
adopts such a
sur vival in a
resolution, the
particular enteacher under
vironment”
consideration
and “[e]xplain
has a ten-day
that diversity
window in
of spe cies is
w h i c h t o re developed
quest a due
through gradprocess hearual processes
ing before the
over many
B o ard ma ke s
generations
its decision.
(e.g ., fossil
Fre s hwat er
record).” Undid so, and
d er th e catthe Ohio State
egory of EthiDepartment
cal Practices,
of Education
the Standards
ppointed a
- court order, Southern areferee
mandate that
to look
District of Ohio Court into the ca se
students understand how
and make a recto “[e]xplain why it is important ommendation to the Board. Since
to examine data objectively and then, the pre-termination hearings
not let bias affect observations.” have been going on and FreshwaFreshwater also kept a Bible ter has been suspended without
on his desk, along with posters pay, according to Millstone.
with religious quotations and copBesides the current contract
ies of the Ten Commandments in termination hearing, several other
his classroom.
legal disputes have arisen in conIn early 2008, the parents of nection with the Freshwater case.
the severely burned student filed Currently, Freshwater himself is
a complaint about Freshwater to suing the Mount Vernon Board
the School Board, which conduct- of Education, and the parents
ed an investigation into the alle- of the MVMS student are suing
gations, according to Millstone. Freshwater, said Millstone.
The Board instructed Freshwater
The parents had initia lly
to remove the religious display, sue d the Board of Education
and althoug h
as well, but on
he removed
Aug. 26, 2009,
the Ten Comth e p l a inti f f s
mandments
and the Mount
and all but one
Ve r n o n C i t y
of the posters,
School District
according to
Board of EduMillstone, he
cation settle d
“left his Bible
the lawsuit filed
on his desk and went out on the against the Board, Superintendent
public square and … thumbed his Stephen Short and Mount Vernon
nose at the District and said ‘I Middle S chool Principa l Bill
have a constitutional right to have White. The settlement agreement
a Bible on my desk and I’m there- concerned only the Board, Short
fore not going to remove it.’”
and White and had no effect
Freshwater then checked out on the plaintiffs’ claims against
two library books, according to Freshwater, accord ing to the
Millstone, and placed them on Board’s meeting minutes for the
his desk: Jesus of Nazareth and special session on Aug. 26, 2009.
another version of the Bible. He
Fre s hwater c o u l d n o t b e
was charged with insubordina- reached for comment. Short and
tion for refusing to carry out the members of the School Board
district’s orders.
could not speak publicly about
Finally, Freshwater is accused the case.

“Freshwater also allegedly advised his
students that, although he is forced
to teach from the
textbooks, the teachings are wrong or not
proven according to
the Bible.”

The contract termination hearing will conclude after two more
days of hearings.
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Bookstore: Appointed Manager Outlines Goals
From page 1
laid out as of yet. “I’ve been doing
this for a long time and I have a lot
of ideas,” he said. “What I’m really
there to do is listen to what everyone wants for the store and make
as many of those things happen as I
can. I don’t have a ten-point agenda
that starts the morning of Feb. 15.
My ten-point agenda is to listen,
listen, listen, observe, observe, observe. The Kenyon College Bookstore is a really interesting place. So
many people want so many things
of that store and I think that it’s
going to be a real challenge to mesh
everyone’s hopes and expectations
and make them reality.”
Right now, Huang said he is
in “information-gathering mode,”
reading everything he can find
about the College Bookstore and
learning about its histor y and
place in the Kenyon community.
“The College has been very open
in talking about the Bookstore’s
history, some of the issues we’re
going to have to worry about and
[that] there are real problems that
exist,” he said. “Some of them are
the problems that every retail store
faces and some are new problems
that I’m going to have to learn
about. I’ve certainly heard about
the ups and the downs that the
store has gone through, [and ]
one of my goals is to bring some
stability.

“The staff that I talked to all
seemed eager to know that I was
in for the long term, that I looked
ahead, not just lurch from one
thing to another from day to day,”
he said. “Once we set out on a plan,
we want to make sure that it works
out in the long run and doesn’t just
get us to next Tuesday.”
President S. Georgia Nugent
said she was impressed with the
fact that Huang was an undergraduate at Swarthmore because
that means he understands the
Kenyon-type college.
“I thoroughly believe in liberal arts; I think it’s an exciting
environment,” said Huang, whose
daughter currently attends Earlham Colleg e. Huang said he
believes that liberal arts students
are attending college to really learn
and he sees the Bookstore as part
of the educational mission and as
a central part of the College. “The
opportunity to explore all sorts of
ways to bring people together is
what makes a liberal arts college
great. I came for the interview
in December and I felt at home
right away. The atmosphere felt
so familiar, so friendly; I’m really
looking forward to being a part of
that,” he said.
Huang’s blog, which is usually
used to discuss events involving
his store and the literary world in
general, took a change of tone on
Jan. 25, when he posted an article

Paid Advertisement

about the closing of his store, what
he will miss most and what opportunities await him. Leaving The
Mystery Company, which opened
in 2003, will be very difficult, said
Huang, whose customers have all
expressed their disappointment.
“I’ve had a couple of people in the
last few days with tears in their eyes,
and I admit I have tears in my eyes,
too,” Huang said. “It’s very hard
to leave. It’s been really hard to
build this and make it close to the
people.” Huang said his customers
have been understanding and are
very happy that he has a great job
to move onto.
In over 75 responses to his
blog article, customers have expressed their disappointment but
wished him good luck in his new
venture. One post read: “You have
helped each and every one of us
with your advice, and your humor,
and your skill, and your amazing
knowledge and devotion to the
mystery world.” Another poster
wrote: “You have created a world of
friends and admirers and colleagues
... and that is something [that] will
never change.” Still another post
wished him luck. “I can only imagine how hard this decision is for
all of you,” it said. “That said, the
people at Kenyon College should
be doing major cartwheels!”
Jim Huang’s blog can be found
at http://mysterycompany.typepad.
com/jimhuang/.
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Cross-Country Kokosingers Bozeman Brings Laughs
tion, however, the Office of Admissions
decided not to hold parties this year.
Although the other groups did not go
on tour, the Kokosingers soldiered on.
“It’s a lot of fun,” Kokosingers
President Steven Leiser-Mitchell ’10
said. “That’s the primary reason why
we do it,”.

by Bob Dorff
Arts & Entertainment Editor

While Kenyon students best know
the Kokosingers from their on-campus
performances throughout the year, the
group does not limit itself to the confines of the Hill. Every winter break,
the group
goes on an
annual tour
of the East
Coast, which
culminates
in a Winter
Concert on
campus. The
tour takes the
group on a
whirlwhind
journey
through a series of high
schools and
grade schools,
many of
which members of the
Kokosingers
attended before arriving at
Kenyon. This
year’s tour,
which began
in Maine and
traversed the
East Coast, The Kokosingers perform earlier this year on Kenyon’s campus.
dipping as low as Tennessee, just
“Going home … you start to miss
wrapped up with the Winter Concert Kenyon, you start to miss your friends,
on Friday, Jan. 22.
and instead of having to wait the full
In the past, the tour was centered three and half weeks we got to go on
around parties thrown by the Office of tour and be with each other,” Spencer
Admissions. The events featured perfor- Carlson ’13 said. That does not mean,
mances by the Owl Creeks, Chasers and however, that the trip was all fun and
Take Five a cappella groups in addition games.
“A couple of the drives were monto the Kokosingers. These parties were
strous.
From Baltimore to Nashville
intended to give admitted prospective
students the chance to meet Kenyon was 12 hours,” Leiser-Mitchell said.
students while providing an example of Considering that the group completes
campus culture. Given the cost of such these lengthy drives in a few Kenyonevents and the current economic situa- provided vehicles, a lot of time is spent

in close contact with fellow singers.
“Two weeks driving up and down the
east coast for 3,800 miles, you can get to
know people,” Carlson joked. While the
trip does offer the opportunity for fun
and friendship, it has other purposes
as well.
“If we didn’t go on tour, we
wouldn’t be
able to make
a CD,” Leiser-Mitchell
explained. The
money earned
from their performances is
routed towards
recording an
album, which
is a Kokosinger tradition.
While past tradition dictated
that the group
would release
an album every
two years, the
last decade has
seen less consistency. The
group hopes to
remedy this by
recording their
new album this
semester.
While
Alison Lynn
the Kokosingers always return to Kenyon and stage a
Winter Concert, this year’s performance
carried a special weight. The Winter
Concert is always a charity event, and in
past years the money raised went to various organizations for cancer research.
This year, however, the focus shifted to
an issue of more immediate concern:
the group raised $500 for Haitian relief
efforts. Despite the monotony of singing
a similar set of songs for two solid weeks,
Carlson sums up the group’s feelings:
“When you’re performing for people,
that makes it all worthwhile.”

KFS Preview

GIVE OUR REGARDS TO MOCKUMENTARY WEEK

Comedian to Perform in Peirce Pub

tains a sports blog. “I live vicariously through the sporting world,”
Bozeman explained. “It’s always a
Kevin Bozeman is a comedian great debate because everyone has
who has appeared on Comedy such different takes on things.”
Central, Star Search and HBO,
Regarding his comedy roubut th is Fritine, Bozeman
day, Jan . 29,
said the audiBozeman will
ence can expect
bring his act
a “spontaneous
to Peirce Pub.
and orig inal”
Bozeman has
s h ow. In th e
been performtradition of coing stand-up
medians he adcome dy pro mires like Dave
fessionally for
Chapelle, Jerry
ten years and
S e i nf e l d a n d
currently lives
Richard Pryor,
in Chicago.
Bozeman aims
Bozeman
to p o int o ut
always felt that
the absurdity
comedy was a
of modern life.
natural fit. “It
The biography
was something
o n h i s We b
I knew I had in
site, which is
me, and I don’t
l ittere d with
have any other
lines such as,
job skills,” Boz“Kevin has
KevinBozeman.com
eman joked in
never endured
a phone interview. “I was forced any emotional duress,” sums up his
into it.”
attitude best: “[Kevin] enjoys tellAlthough he was “forced” into ing jokes and ridiculing society.”
many people’s dream profession,
Kevin Bozeman is performing
Bozeman has not limited himself. Friday, Jan 29, in Peirce Pub at
In addition to his comedy he main- 9:00 p.m.
by Bob Dorff
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Pod Profiles

Andrew Jurando ’11

Kevin Kristensen ’10

Léonin

Tera Melos

“Haes Dies”

“A Spoonful of Slurry”

Why: “I am listening to this for
Intro to Musical Style.”

Why: “It is authentic, organic and
not contrived.”

Friday, Jan. 29 — Best in Show
When one hears the word “mockumentary,” one can’t help but think of the slew of films directed by
Christopher Guest (This is Spinal Tap, Waiting for Guffman, etc.), which have perfected an improvisational style that has made those films cult classics. Often considered the best of these is Best in Show,
in which the fantastic ensemble cast (including Jane Lynch, Parker Posey, Eugene Levy and Fred Willard in a performance that should have gotten an Oscar nomination) take on the world of dog shows.
Recently included on the New York Times list of 100 Funniest Films, this movie addresses issues such
as toy bees, the overpopulation of Starbucks and just how adorable Norwich Terriers are.

Tyler Stearns ’11

Saturday, Jan. 30 — Zelig
Master of comedy Woody Allen introduced the mockumentary as a genre when he made Zelig, a
film about a fictitious historical figure by the name of Leonard Zelig (Allen). Zelig has the ability to
change his appearance and personality depending on who is in the room with him; he is thus dubbed
“The Human Chameleon.” For example, while attending an all Hasidic production of A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, Zelig grows a beard and peyes and begins speaking in Shakespearean lingo. What’s
remarkable about the film is Allen’s ingenious use of a technique that superimposes his actors over
historical footage. The film also includes testimony from famous political figures, such as Susan
Sontag and Saul Bellow, speaking about Zelig’s impact on the country. The film serves as an excellent
introduction to the absurdist humor of Allen.
So, come join us at the KAC Theater at 7:30 p.m. this Friday and Saturday to view these wonderful films. Screenings are open to anyone and completely free.
—Miles Purinton

Meaghan Pachay ’13

“Greenback Dollar”

“Made for Each Other”

Why: “It’s not the kind of mindless stuff you usually hear.”

Why: “I was going through my
playlists and it jumped out at
me.”

Kingston Trio

Jack’s Mannequin

Whether students are working out at the KAC, poring over their
books at the library or chilling in their dorms, iPods are a part
of this campus. We decided to find out what you are listening to
on those little contraptions. As a recurring feature, we will ask
Kenyon students what they are listening to and why.
by Bob Dorff, design by Daniel Streicher
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by KEN NOGUCHI
Guest Columnist
About 20 years ago, an earthquake registering as 7.0 magnitude
hit one of the richest cities in the
most powerful countr y in the
world. Just a week ago, another
earthquake registering as 7.0 magnitude devastated the poorest
country in the western
hemisphere. The 1989
Loma Prieta
earthquake in
San Francisco,
Calif., left 63
d e a d a n d a n e sti mated 10,000 homeless. T h e
2010 Haiti earthquake in Port-auPrince has, thus far, left 200,000
dead and an estimated 1.5 million
homeless. The term “structural
violence” explains the ways in
which social structures put certain groups in harm’s way. Some
such social structures include
racism, sexism, heterosexism and
nationalism.
The disaster in Haiti was
unavoidable, because technolog y to prevent earthquakes does
not exist. The level of poverty at
which most Haitians live, however, was certainly preventable.
The infrastructure in Haiti was
horrible even before the recent
earthquakes and could have been
mistaken for that of a countr y
recovering from a crisis. Haiti
has only two modern airports,
while its neighbor, the Dominican
Republic, has nine international
airports. Only ten percent of the

city dwellers and a paltry three materials from PIH’s rural facilipercent of rural inhabitants have ties and to establish a supply chain
access to electricity. Roads in through the Dominican Republic
Haiti are notoriously unreliable; to bring in medical supplies from
they have potholes large enough the U.S. PIH does not consider
to be actual roads, so they are not itself a charity group, but a colcapable of handling large con- lection of people who live within
struction vehicles such as trucks communities to build healthcare
systems and promote solidarity.
or bulldozers.
Despite these unimaginable
Now, after the earthquake,
conditions,
the spirit of the Haithe situation is dire at best. Betian
people,
as always, is still
cause of the lack of infrastructure,
alive.
They
have
been through
there are not enoug h medical
hurricanes,
enslavement,
colonial
supplies to go around. Even the
oppression,
foreign
army
invasimplest necessities such as rousions
and
homegrown
tyrants.
tine antibiotics, rubbing alcohol
and blankets are in high demand. According to doctors working
Thousands of patients who need on the ground, Port-au-Prince is
immediate medical atten- empty. No police or United Nation are being ignored. tions forces are around to keep
The clinics set up for order, only regular people helping
emerg enc y care other people out. The co-founder
r e s e m b l e w a r of PIH, Paul Farmer, said, “The
zones; surgeons Haitian people have a lot to teach
a r e o p e r a t i n g us about climbing out of hell.”
without anesthetics
In the face of such dismal
a n d using rusty hand saws circumstances, it is easy to feel
sterilized with vodka. Dead bod- helpless and act passively. There
ies are being shoveled into dump are, however, many things one can
trucks due to the public health do. A first tangible step is simply
risk of rotting corpses lying all to learn something about Haiti. It
over the city.
is difficult to expect to help anyA non-profit called Partners body if you do not care or know
In Health (PIH)
anything about
has been right in
You could
Despite ... unimaginable them.
the thick of the
read the works
m e d i c a l s i t ua - conditions, the spirit of of Edwidge Dantion. Since many
ticat, a 2009 Maaid groups were the Haitian people, as al- cArthur Genius
located in Portgrant recipient
ways, is still alive.
au-Prince, PIH’s
and is a novelist
r ur a l l o c a t i o n
who specializes
made it uniquely able to respond in the narratives of the Haitian
to the earthquakes. The World daily life experience. One of her
Health Organization has put PIH most well known books is Krik?
alongside the Haitian Ministry of Krak!, a collection of short stories
Health to take charge of the Pub- that was a National Book Award
lic University Hospital because nominee. Abstractly, I would enof its long history in Haiti. The courage you to start simply and
PIH’s current focus is a two-step consider the words of Gandhi,
plan to set up makeshift clinics “Be the change you wish to see in
in Port-au-Prince by moving in the world.”

Tickle Me Jell-o by Bob Dorff and Peter Dumbadze
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The opinions page is a space for
members of the community to discuss
issues relevant to the campus and the
world at large. The opinions expressed
on this page belong only to the writer.
Columns and letters to the editors do not
reflect the opinions of the Collegian staff.
All members of the commuity are welcome
to express opinions through a letter to the
editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the
right to edit all letters submitted for length
and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept
anonymous or psendonymous letters.
Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or
less. Letters must also be received no later
than the Tuesday prior to publication. The
Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters
as possible each week subject to space,
interest and appropriateness. Members of
the editorial board reserve the right to reject
any submission. The views expressed in
the paper do not necesassarily reflect the
views of Kenyon College.

[ALLSTU]: BREAKFAST FOR SENDOFF

FIRE
FRESHWATER
The principle was established
2 1 9 y e a r s a g o a s t h e Fi r s t
Amendment to our Constitution:
“Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof.” Why is this
still a national conversation?
We are lucky that in our
country we are all free to practice
whatever religion we choose, to
espouse any religious beliefs with
legal impunity. This freedom and
privilege applies only to individuals,
however; public school teachers
are agents of the state, and
thanks to the separation
of church and state they
cannot leg ally impose
their beliefs on students.
But that doesn’t stop
some from trying. John
Freshwater, the currently
suspended eighth grade
science teacher at Mount
Vernon Middle School
(MVMS) who the School
Board tried to fire for
teaching creationism and burning a
student with a Tesla coil in the shape
of a cross, among other allegations,
has been in the midst of contract
termination hearings for a year and a
half. Freshwater clearly violated the
separation of church and state, and
even worse, he abused the privilege
of his position of influence over
young students. So why is it taking
so long to fire him? The State of
Ohio appointed a referee to look
into his case, and the resulting
hearings that have lasted so long
are a product of a system that
allows teachers to defend themselves
before being fired by the Board of
Education. The problem isn’t the
system — teachers certainly should
be able to give their sides — but
rather the fact that the two sides
are being given moral equivalence
in th i s d e b ate . By te a c h ing
creationism in violation of Ohio
State Academic Content Standards
and referencing the Bible during
science lessons, Freshwater violated
a basic American principle. This is a
fact, whether or not your religious
beliefs align with his and whether
or not you like him personally (he
was a very popular teacher). He
has no place in the public school
system. He would have made a good
teacher in a private religious school
— had he not injured a student.
The “Principal’s Message” on
the MVMS Web site states: “Our
goal is to have our students leave
MVMS with skills to make them
productive and active citizens.”
Students become “productive and
active citizens” by being equipped
with the tools to think critically
about the world around them. They
have the right to receive an objective
scientific education and a right
to come to their own conclusions
about religion. Any attempt by a
schoolteacher to mix the two is
indoctrination and an abuse of power.
We at the Collegian therefore believe
that Freshwater should be fired.

staff editorial
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Rush Delivery of Social Options for Women

by TRICIA SHIMAMURA
Guest Columnist
Around this time of year,
many Kenyon students will begin
to ask themselves whether or not
they want to be Greek . While
every experience with any particular organization will inevitably
differ, I wanted to share some of
what my experience has taught
me about being
Greek and a few
lessons learned
in choosing the
rig ht sororit y
for those of you who are in the
middle of rush. Since I can only
speak from my experience in a
sorority, Ladies, this article is for
you.
Lesson #1: Bearing the name
“Greek” at any campus is not easy,
including at Kenyon. So pick an
organization that makes it easier
to be Greek.
Unfortunately, many people

only associate the word “Greek”
with huge drunken parties, irresponsible acts of hazing and
cutthroat traditions that produce
dangerous consequences.
The fact is that Kenyon’s community is a mixed bag of those who
are very pro-Greek life and those
who are not. Should you decide
to give Greek life a tr y, what’s
important to know is that it is up
to the Greek community to change
the opinions of the opposition.
Look for organizations that put
themselves out there and make a
name for themselves as a positive,
productive group on campus.
During my freshman year,
I, like many others, definitely
thoug ht I was
not the “sororit y g irl” t yp e.
When my sophomore year came
a r o un d , h o w ever, I began to
feel like I needed to branch out
and meet new people. Thinking
that I still might not be looking at
the right organizations, I rushed
Epsilon Delta Mu.
Throughout the whole week,
I began to notice that the sisters of
EDM were known for other qualities besides their Greek letters.
We see the EDMs in community
service trips, art shows and musical

Bearing the name
‘Greek’ at any
campus is not easy.

concerts. They held — and continue to hold — the highest group
GPA at Kenyon. They work closely
with the administration through
ResLife, Academic Affairs and the
Upperclass Counselors and hold
positions in Outdoors Club, Gospel Choir, Crozier Center for
Women, Student
Government,
Sexual Miscondu c t Advi s or s ,
Art Club and
Women’s Rugby
Club.
What really caught my attention was that these girls were
incredibly diverse in their interests
but dedicated to their responsibilities. These women were widely
known as active participants in
campus growth and development,
which was really important for
me.
Lesson #2: Pick a group you
trust.
Quite honestly, pledging is a
long process that can include some
of the most enriching months you
may spend at Kenyon, but those
same months can also be some of
the most stressful. A lot of time,
energ y and thoug ht g oes into
pledging, and I recommend that
you pick a group that you trust will
be supportive and safe throughout

the process before you commit
yourself to a schedule that dominates your second semester.
Lesson #3: Find a group that
fits you.
After three years of being
on campus, meeting and interacting with
women from
ever y sorority at Kenyon,
I have come to
the conclusion
that it is impossible to find a
“ bad sorority.”
What’s not difficult, however,
is getting involved in the wrong
sorority for you.
Sororities at Kenyon are filled
with some of the most intelligent,
engag ing and talented women
on campus. They are similar in
their drive and diversity, but it’s
only through spending time with
them that you will see they differ
in their goals, their community
involvement and their members’
personalities.
A crucial piece of advice :

Sororities at Kenyon
are filled with ... intelligent, engaging and
talented women.

Respect Custodians by
Cleaning Bathrooms

Islamic Concentration Benefits Students

by JEFF WRIGHT
Guest Columnist
The announcement that the
College has approved a new concentration in Islamic Civilization and
Cultures is a welcome development
and one that fits into the greater
academic and student interest in the
Middle East that has emerged over
the last few years at Kenyon. Led by
the concentration’s director, NEH
Distinguished Teaching Professor
of Religious Studies Vernon Schubel,
the new program will “allow students
to study systematically and coherently the global civilization of Islam
— its religious traditions, histories
and cultures — in all of its diversity,”
according to the approved proposal.
The new concentration will take
an interdisciplinary approach to the
study of the Middle East, and the
professors who will be taking part
come from the Religious Studies,
History, Music, International Studies and Modern Languages Departments. In addition to courses that
focus on the Islamicate world in at
least two different departments, the
concentration also has a language
requirement, mandating “at least one
year of instruction in an Islamicate

language,” though the only one Kenyon currently offers is Arabic. Offcampus study, though not required by
the new concentration, is highly recommended and encouraged. In years
past, Kenyon students interested in
the Middle East have studied abroad
in Cairo, Morocco, Damascus and
Ramallah, and the new concentration
should encourage even more interest
in study-abroad opportunities in
these places and others.
The approval of this new concentration can be seen as part of a pattern of greater interest and involvement in the Middle East at Kenyon.
The Middle East Student Association
(MESA), a student organization, is
now in its second year of activity on
campus. By screening movies, holding
discussions, bringing in speakers and
through its undergraduate journal,
the MESA journal, MESA hopes to
facilitate and provoke discussion of
and interest in the Middle East at
Kenyon. In addition, over the last few
years, the Arabic program at Kenyon
has become both more robust and
more popular, thanks in large part to
the hard work of Visiting Instructor
of Arabic Sadika Ramahi. Having
Arabic at Kenyon has allowed more
students to study a uniquely beautiful
and challenging language, and it has
encouraged more students, equipped
with the language skills they need, to
study abroad in the Middle East. In
recognition of the increased interest
in the language and the Middle East
in general, the administration should
make Ramahi full-time (she currently
also teaches at Denison University).

Since the Modern Language department features multiple professors for
most other languages, a full-time Arabic professor seems both feasible and
important to continue the growth of
Middle Eastern studies at Kenyon.
One also hopes this new concentration will allow a community
of students interested in studying
the Middle East to form on campus.
In addition, the concentration will
allow the College to demonstrate to
potential students and professors of
Arab descent that Kenyon is a place
that understands and values their culture. Hopefully, when they look for a
liberal-arts college to teach at or send
their children to, Kenyon will be the
first place that comes to mind.
The study of Middle Eastern
politics and culture has traditionally
been the province of research universities much larger than Kenyon.
Through the approval of this new
concentration, the promotion and
popularity of Arabic and the activities
of MESA, Kenyon is asserting itself
as one of the leading liberal arts institutions in this field. The strengths
of Kenyon’s liberal arts academic approach, such as the encouragement of
free debate and the close relationships
between students and professors that
are nurtured by the College’s small
size, will also be strengths in the
study of the Middle East, a subject
often fraught with difficult debates.
As a region that is routinely misunderstood in the U.S., the Middle East
would benefit greatly from the kind
of study that this concentration will
encourage.

spend time with all of the sororities or fraternities and find the best
fit for you and your ambitions.
Look beyond what parties the
organization throws, beyond rush
events, and really look at the members and how you could add to the
spirit of the organization.
For me, it was clear when I
looked at the group of women in
EDM that I wanted to be a part
of the plans they had for Kenyon
and each other. They pushed each
other towards individual success,
all the while working towards bettering Kenyon through leadership
and community service.
Every sorority is going to be
different. Joining EDM has been
one of the most important experiences of my time here at Kenyon
because more than anything else, it
was the right fit for me. I can only
wish that other Kenyon women
will have as rewarding of an experience as I did.
Know that it’s not easy, trust
the organization, and find the
right fit.
Happy Rushing!

by laura yakas
Guest Columnist
People who live in campus
apartments and don’t clean their
bathrooms on the day that the custodian comes should be ashamed
of themselves. I don’t mean forg etting occasionally when the
workload intensifies ; I mean
“forgetting” all the time.
Implying that someone who
do es this is doing something
bad may seem brash, especially
since tidying or
not tidying one’s
bathroom is not
typically seen as
a big deal; however, I am saying
this because not
doing a simple thing explicitly
requested by people who are not
only doing a favor but also doing
their jobs is openly disrespectful, and it makes their lives more
difficult. My mum was a cleaner
for a long time, and she cleaned
for a pub on weekends. My little
sister and I used to hide because
she was absolutely insufferable
on those days, c om ing home
reeling because of the state of
things there and the blatant lack
of consideration of the local pubgoers. Of course, I don’t equate
urinating on the floor or leaving
used condoms around with leav-

ing shampoo bottles in the shower
or makeup on the bench. What
bothers me about this is not that
someone is neglecting to follow a
simple instruction, but that it is
the cleaning person’s instruction
being neglected. People who leave
their bathroom thing s strewn
about express an unwarranted
sense of entitlement — not because of the act itself, but because
of what it represents: a disregard
for a person.
And even if one doesn’t actively ignore it but simply forgets
time and time again, that is almost
as bad, because it means that the
custodian is not someone that
person is refusing to heed, but
someone they are possibly even
indifferent to.
Anyone who is reading this
and thinking , “ Who does this
Laura person
think she is ?”
should think
about why they
are saying that.
Is it because I
have been unduly offensive ? Well, if I have
caused offense, it should only be
to non-bathroom-item-clearers,
and so they should know that they
have also offended me because I
identify with those people whose
reasonable re quests are being
disregarded. I hope that offended
people can see past the offense, get
over their righteous indignation
and start seeing their custodians
as people. Forget about me — who
am I but a cleaner’s daughter ?
Think instead about the person
whose name you might not know,
but who leaves a Christmas card
every year and scrubs your toilet.

Think ... about the
person whose name
you might not know.
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An Alum’s Violent Life and Death

Could a more vigilant Kenyon have prevented a tragedy?

by virginia baran
Guest Columnist
As the Washington, D.C.,
area got its first snow of the season a few weeks ago, I thought
fondly back to my days at Kenyon,
when I would spend cold winter
afternoons sipping coffee at MiddleGround with friends. Sadly
though, around
Than k sg iving
the news of a
tragedy in Ohio
broug ht b ack
a more somber
memor y from
my days at Kenyon.
In the
spring of 2004,
when I wa s a
jun ior, t wo
o th er w o m en
and I reported
to the then-associate dean of
stu d ents that
another student
had threatened
to harm us. In
a confrontation, he had cornered
me and raised his fist to my face
before I shoved him away and
ran. The two other students had
similar encounters with him
in the same weekend where he
had lost his temper and even
punched through a window in a
fit of rage.
The student was asked to
return home to Columbus for
the remaining few weeks of the

semester and complete his coursework from there. Nonetheless,
he returned to campus several
times and told anyone who would
listen that he was going to get
back at me. A number of his
friends (several of whom — in
more convenient circumstances
— were outspoken against violence on campus) stared me down
whenever we crossed on Middle
Path. Two of my roommates even
invited him over to our apartment
one night.
Like our peers, the dean did
not seem to think that mine and
my fellow complainants’ fears were
warranted. Instead, she focused on
the fact that we had been present
a t g a th e r i n g s
w h ere un d erag e drinking
was occurring.
Thankfully
though, Patrick
Gilligan, the director of counseling, took my
concerns serio us l y an d a s sure d me and
my parents that
he was keeping
a close eye on
the situation.
Fa s t f o r ward nearly
six years. The
Columbus Dispatch reported
on Nov. 23, 2009, that a Co lumbus man used a taser on his
ex-girlfriend, beat her so badly
with a hammer that she required
more than 100 stitches to close
her wounds and then took his own
life. A concerned neighbor heard
the woman’s screams and knocked
on the door, at which time the
woman escaped and the man allegedly ran upstairs and shot himself.
At the center of this story was An-

For all of the organized, public displays
of anti-violence at
Kenyon, I felt that
too many of my fellow students failed
to carry this commitment into their
day-to-day lives.

drew Partsch, the same individual
who had threatened me when we
were both students at Kenyon.
N e w s
o f An d re w ’s
passing and
the horrific
events leading
up to it make
the recollection of my encounter with
him all the
more haunting. Andrew alone was responsible
for his actions, last month and
back in 2004. However, I wonder
if the administration could have
responded more proactively and if

Andrew’s friends at Kenyon could
have encouraged him to get the
help he desperately needed, instead of making excuses for
his behavior,
defending his
outbursts and
blaming his
troubles on
a ny o n e w h o
bore the brunt
of his aggression. For all
of the organized, public displays
of anti-violence at Kenyon (e.g.,
Take Back the Night), I felt that
too many of my fellow students
failed to carry this commitment

I wonder if the administration could
have responded more
proactively.

into their day-to-day lives.
The piece of this awful story
that I want to emphasize is that,
according to police, Andrew’s victim is alive today because a neighbor heard her screaming and came
to her aid. Kenyon is the safest and
most supportive community to
which I have ever had the privilege
of belonging, and I know that it
is filled with those who — like a
concerned neighbor — will reach
out and try to help someone in
need. But it is important to retain
that goodness and integrity in the
face of more challenging issues,
like when friends hurt or endanger
others, if tragedies like Andrew’s
are to be avoided.

Letter to the Editor: Support ALS Benefit

When my stepmother was diagnosed with Amyotropic Lateral
Sclerosis, I knew very little about
this terrible degenerative disease.
So I began researching , and the
results were terrif ying . There
isn’t a known cure for ALS, and
further, only ten percent of ALS
cases can be attributed to genetics; the rest are a mystery to science. People with ALS rarely live
beyond five years after diagnosis,
and for most, the five years are
spent incapacitated as the body
is slowly paralyzed and the abil-

ity to speak disappears. All these
facts have remained unchanged in
the seven years since she was diagnosed. There is a dire need to find
a cure, determine the cause and
provide better treatment for patients diagnosed with ALS. Come
support the cause at the Village
Inn, Feb. 5, for an ALS benefit.
Happy Hour will be held from
4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., where
Associate Professor of Drama
Jonathan Tazewell will conduct
an auction of baked goods provided by Associate Professor of

Drama Andrew Reinert. Motown
will perform from 10:00 p.m. to
12:00 a.m., followed by DJ Bustin
and DJ Laz on the 1s and 2s. As
you may know, Professor Emeritus Tom Turgeon of the Drama
Department was diagnosed with
ALS, and the proceeds will be
donated to the ALS Foundation
in his honor and also in memory
of my stepmother, who passed
away from ALS my freshman year.
		
		
-Nate Gray ’10

Letter to the Editor: Thanks for Plunging
I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere
gratitude for the students/staff/
faculty who participated in the
Polar Bear Plunge in the freezing
Kokosing River on Dec. 12, 2009.
In the 25 years that I have been
affiliated with the Family Planning Program, I have never been
more humbled than I was after
witnessing all of these individu-

als supporting a program dear to
me. So many women and men are
uninsured and lack the resources
to afford healthcare. Any amount
of funding we receive directly
impacts the lives of our clients.
I have be en a member of the
Gambier community for more
than 30 years and this is the first
time a Kenyon organization has
approached me to support our

Have an opinion?
Write for the Collegian

e-mail kenyoncollegian@gmail.com

services. Thank you all. Your enthusiasm and spirit was certainly
felt on a cold and bright day on
the Kokosing River.
-Kelly Baldwin
Program Administrator
Kno-Ho-Co-Ashland
Family Planning
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When I Was Your Age...

Kenyon Admits 125 Early Decision Applicants
By phoebe hillemann
Features Editor
A moment any Kenyon student remembers well is the day his
or her acceptance letter arrived in
the mail. Few symbols will ever
hold as much meaning in our lives
as that purple thumbs-up, signifying that all our hard work has paid
off, and that finally, after all the
waiting and agonizing , we have
made it to college. Last month,
125 high school seniors experienced this moment for themselves
as Kenyon admitted the first members of its class of 2014.
Out of the 189 applications
the Office of Admissions received
this year during the Early Decision 1 cycle, it accepted 125. The
accepted students hail from 25
states and three foreign countries,
and 8.8 percent are students of
color. The class thus far is evenly
divided by sex, with 62 males and
63 females. Eleven are first-generation college students, while
16 are legacies with at least one
immediate family member as a
current student or alumnus of
Kenyon. One notable trend is the
48 percent who attend a public
high school, which, according to
Director of Admissions Darryl
Uy, is a significantly higher proportion than Kenyon was seeing a
few years ago.
While the number of Early
Decision 1 applications this year
was down just slightly from last
year, the acceptance rate — around
66 percent — stayed fairly stable.
The academic profile of the class
so far has “pretty much stayed the
same or improved a little” from
last year, Uy said. “We were up
in all areas in terms of SAT Critical Reading, SAT Writing, ACT
range. The SAT Math went down
just a few points.”
Uy said that the slight drop in
Early Decision applications could
be due to families’ economic concerns in light of the recession.
“[The recession] has affected
us in several ways,” Uy said. “ One
would be the number of applications. According to our colleagues
from other institutions, especially
on the East Coast, they’ve seen
either a flat level of applications at
their school or a drop. It’s usually
only the big universities who are
seeing a big increase in applications. We think the economy may
have prevented or scared off some
families, or they’re waiting for
Regular Decision so they can compare [financial aid] packages.”
Financial aid is a major concern for the families of many
admitted students this year, and
Kenyon is struggling to meet their
needs.
“ We’ve seen more appeals
than ever before, just after Early
Decision 1,” Uy said. “ We had
about ten or 11 appeals for more

financial aid, especially for merit
scholarships. We changed, I think,
two [financial aid offers], and
they’re now coming, but we have
had a few people that said no to
their offer.”
In an effort to battle the effects of the recession, Kenyon
has added two new scholarships
this year, in studio art and music.
Each scholarship will be awarded
to three students, currently being
selected from a group of finalists
through an audition and interview process. The scholarships
are worth $12,000 each and are
renewable each year.
These efforts to se ek out
creativity and diversity are mirrored in Kenyon’s application
itself. Although the application
is unchanged from last year, some
of the essay questions may seem a
bit unusual to upperclassmen who
remember a different application.
This year’s applicants were given a
choice of four creatively oriented
questions with one directed towards each of the college’s four
major disciplines: Arts, Humanities, Social Sciences and Natural
Sciences. One choice reads, “You’re
given a block of stone and a hammer and chisel. What would you
carve and why?”
“From the essays,” Uy said,
“we are really looking for kids who
can articulate why they would be a
good match for Kenyon, not only
in terms of their academic interests
and how they will incorporate our
flexible curriculum into their education, but also in regards to their
understanding of what it means
to be a part of our small, collaborative, tight-knit community in
rural, central Ohio. We also hope
that their personalities — quirky,
humorous, intellectually curious,
compassionate, etc. — will come
through in their writings.”
Among the personalities of
the class of 2014 are a boy from
upstate New York who has been
working on an organic farm since
middle school, a potential Owl
Creek or Chaser who has traveled
the world singing with the Young
People’s Chorus of New York
City and a girl whose experience
snowboarding and skiing with
her autistic brother has inspired
her to become a snowboarding
instructor for other students with
disabilities.
Because of the housing developments meant to open next
year, the Office of Admissions is
aiming for a target class of 465
this year. The previous year’s target
was 450. With the deadlines for
Early Decision 1 and 2 as well as
Regular Decision having already
passed, the Office of Admissions
has received 3,987 total applications, with some still coming in.
Admissions is hoping to pass the
4,000 mark, of which it fell just
short of last year at 3,985.

This photo is part of a series depicting changes on campus.

nicole green

I know that I, like most Kenyon students, came to Gambier to seek solace from the impending
robot apocalypse. Unfortunately, the robots have brought the fight to us. For the past year
and a half our residence hall doors lock at midnight and open sometime before I wake up. It
took the invading force a while to establish a presence, but now they are firmly entrenched.
Naturally, the robot’s first strike preys on the weak, and they can be seen laughing with their red
Cyclopean eyes as inebriated students fail to produce the small plastic cards that are symbols of
our oppression. It is impossible to know where they will attack next, but Peirce seems a likely
candidate. They are coming, and there’s nothing we can do.
What you can do instead: Remember your K-card.

— Bob “John Connor” Dorff

Reentry 101: Back from Abroad
By ben mcmillan
Staff Writer
For many juniors at Kenyon, this
semester marked their first time returning
to campus in almost eight months. For
the approximately 50 percent of juniors
who choose to study abroad, those eight
months can be a very long time to be
separated from campus. Reentry into
the college community can be a tough
transition or a fairly easy process.
“It can be difficult to articulate your
experience abroad in a meaningful way,”
said Katie Warther ’11, who studied
Spanish literature in Sevilla, Spain.
The transition back to Kenyon can
be an especially daunting process because
it marks the end of a long planning period
followed by a semester abroad. Students
begin planning their abroad experiences
in their third semester at Kenyon and
continue to do so until the start of their
program. Reentry can seem like an abrupt
end to the whole process. On top of that,
new first years have arrived on campus,
causing an unusual unfamiliarity between
students.
Other students look past the unfamiliar aspects and look forward to
returning to places and people that are
still familiar. “It’s really great to get to
see so many people that I’ve missed for
the semester,” said Hilary Wallis ’11,
who studied with the Kenyon in Rome
program.
Reentry can bring both welcome
and unwelcome changes as well. “I’ve
forgotten how structured my day can
seem here at Kenyon,” Wallis said. “On
the other hand, I really enjoy being able
to go to Peirce and have food prepared
for me,” said Wallis, who, as part of her
program, had to prepare her own meals

while abroad.
Warther also expressed some frustrations adjusting to life at Kenyon. “Reentry
is rocky since you have to adjust to a new
pace of life,” she said. “It’s great to be back,
but it’s a whole new living situation. I also
have extra-curricular activities here at Kenyon that I didn’t have while abroad.”
In the process leading up to studying
abroad, perhaps the most crucial aspect is
deciding on a program that fits students’
academic needs and wants. Currently offering programs in the United Kingdom
and Italy — the Kenyon Honduras program was recently cancelled — Kenyon
presents students with few options to
choose from internally.
“I think going on a Kenyon program made the whole process easier,”
Wallis said. “We got to meet each other
in a way and format that we might not
have gotten otherwise.” Wallis found that
returning after a Kenyon program provided a buffer for her reentry experience.
By spending a semester with Kenyon
students and taking Kenyon courses,
she didn’t feel alienated from the college
community upon returning.
Many students choose outside
programs for a more diverse cultural or
academic experience. For Warther, who
was on a Sweet Briar College program,
reentry was a little different. “You have
to deal with new friend groups and a new
sense of academics when you get back to
Kenyon,” Warther said.
Director of the Center for Global
Engagement Marne Ausec emphasized
that reentry into the United States can be
just as hard, if not harder, than the initial
experience of traveling abroad. “Students
expect things to be different when they
arrive somewhere new, but they don’t
always expect that when they return. That

can be difficult at times,” Ausec said.
Kenyon students also bring their
specific experiences back with them
upon reentry to campus. Whether it’s
a greater cultural understanding of another country, being more proficient at a
foreign language or simply experiencing
a new academic community, students’
experiences help add to the already rich
Kenyon environment. “Studying abroad
allows students to get a different insight
into their major or academic program, but
also allows them to see the larger context.
Sometimes in order to gain a better understanding of where you come from, you
have to leave that place,” Ausec said.
For most students, preparing for and
studying abroad and ultimately reentering Kenyon is a very positive experience.
“The worst part for me was the fact that
sometimes Rome could seem busier or
more chaotic than I thought I could
handle,” Wallis said, adding that “the
language barrier can also be frustrating.”
Ultimately, though, “being able to stand
in front of some of the oldest monuments
in the world was unbelievable,” Wallis
said, adding emphatically that anyone
considering studying abroad should
definitely go for it.
“When you study abroad, you have
to adjust to a new culture, and when you
return, you have to readjust back to the
U.S.,” Warther said. “When you return,
you have to figure out how to incorporate your abroad experience back into
your everyday life.” For Ausec and the
Center for Global Engagement, this is
what studying abroad, and, ultimately,
reentering the United States and Kenyon,
is all about. “As an institution we hope
that students will learn about their own
culture as well as other cultures through
studying abroad.”
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Kenyon Community Seeks Relief Funds for Haiti
By charlie schneider
Staff Writer
Although Kenyon students may
procrastinate on a regular basis, no
time is wasted when they are working for a good cause. Within the
first weeks of spring semester, many
student groups have made efforts to
raise money for Haiti in the wake
of the devastating 7.0-magnitude
earthquake near the capital city of
Port-au-Prince.
One idea, conceived of by Community Advisor James Andrews ’12
and embraced by all the CAs, was
buying burritos from Chipotle with
student-donated money and keeping the difference to donate to relief
organizations in Haiti. The CAs are
still in the process of deciding to
which organization they will donate
the money.
“Our training starts before
school and we had to plan programs
for the semester,” CA Yaowen Yap
’10 said. “We all thought it was a
really good idea.”
The CAs are beginning
neg otiations with
Chipotle to temporarily lower the
price of burritos so that the
CAs can donate
as much money as possible. CAs have sign-up forms for
students who would like a burrito or
anything else on the Chipotle menu.
The food will be delivered to Peirce
Pub on Jan. 31 at 8:00 p.m.
The CAs do not have a monopoly on relief efforts, however.
There was a Red Cross donation
box in Peirce during the week of Jan.

Students

From Jan. 25 to 29, he and others
will be selling T-shirts for $20 in
Peirce, featuring a design by Matt
Davis ’12 and a quote on the back
saying, “Beyond mountains there are
mountains.” The quote references the
title of Kidder’s book, which comes
from a Haitian proverb. According
to Noguchi, the quote “represents
the enduring spirit of the Haitian
people.” Because of help from the
Screen Printing Club at Kenyon,
the full $20 paid for the shirts will
be donated to relief organizations
working in Haiti. Noguchi is also
planning a dessert-tasting event in
Weaver Cottage on Valentine’s Day,
of which he hopes to hit the $1,000
mark in donations from the Kenyon
community as people relax with their
sweethearts and friends.
“The need is great and contrimilica petrovic bution, however small, can make a
Professor Edmonds speaks at the panel discussion on Haiti, held on Thursday, Jan. 21.
difference,” Edmonds wrote in an
18-22. The Kokosingers got into the tion, Partners in Health, and how he Sociology Jan Thomas spoke about e-mail. “Look at the impact of the
spirit and passed around a donation helped to bring community-based Haiti’s history and its intercon- $10 contribution through texting!”
box for Haiti relief at their annual healthcare to the people of Haiti.
nectedness with that of the United The Red Cross-organized event to
winter concert on Friday, Jan. 22.
“Since then, I’ve read more States and other global powers. which Edmonds is referring, where
The concert raised $500.
about the work they do in Haiti,” Each professor highlighted, among anyone can text “HAITI” to 90999
“We had a great Noguchi said. “Their work [with] the other things, the need to understand and donate $10 to their efforts in
turnout,” Kokosinger destitute poor is incredible.”
that the destructhe country, was
Kevin Holloway
With help from Ned Littlefield tion wrought by Ken Noguchi ’10 is
one of the more
’11 said. “Brandi ’10 and the Community Service the earthquake is
popular ways
[Re cital Hall ] Board, Noguchi organized a lecture but one of Haiti’s planning a dessert-tasting to support the
was packed, and to raise consciousness about Haiti’s many problems event in Weaver
cause.
it seemed like when the turbulent history and its state after and that redevel“I think
box got passed around everyone the recent earthquake and to give opment should Cottage on Valentine’s o t h e r f o r u m s
donated.”
information on how students can f o c u s n o t o n Day, where he hopes to like [Ken’s would
Some of those who are moved help.
building Haiti as
help],” Edmonds
to organize are not affiliated with a
The lecture was a success — Pro- it was before, but hit the $1,000 mark in said. “We should
specific organization. Take Ken No- fessor of Political Science Stephen rather on creat- donations.
make plans to
guchi ’10, who was inspired by read- Van Holde, Associate Professor of ing a new, better
contribute to and
ing Tracy Kidder’s renowned book, Religious Studies and Chair of the Haiti.
participate in the
Mountains Beyond Mountains. The Religious Studies Department Ennis
This is not all that Noguchi rebuilding program when the opporbook covers Paul Farmer’s organiza- Edmonds and Associate Professor of has in mind for the relief effort. tunities become available.”

Hilary Wallis ’11

Vs

In what year were the
first Oscars held?

1933

1931

What is the lightest organ
in the human body?

Gallbladder

Gallbladder

What is the longestrunning primetime
drama on television?
What is the only letter
not found on the
periodic table?

Total Correct

Fac/Staff
Totals so far:
Students: 2
Faculty: 2

Gambier
Grillin’

Who founded the
Kenyon Review?

Jennifer Clarvoe
Cara McDaniel
Professor of English Asst. Professor of Economics

Jake Lorber ’13

No idea.
Eye

Not a clue.

1929

Stomach

Lungs

Don’t know

John Crowe
Ransom

John Crowe Ransom

Sarah Spruch-Feiner

John Crowe Ransom

Law and Order

No idea.

House

ER

Law and Order

W

Y

J

Q

J

Two

Zero

Two

Zero

By fred hill
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Lords and Ladies
Ladies Fly High Against
NCAC Rival Hiram College Come Up Short Against
Oakland University

took second in the 200-yard butterfly with a time of 2:05.60, just
short of the National Collegiate
Both the Lords and Ladies Athletic Association automatic
swim teams traveled to Rochester, qualif ying standard of 2:05.56,
Mich., this past Saturday, Jan. 16, and the 100-yard freestyle, in
to take on their Division I foes, which she missed taking first place
the Oakland University Golden by .06 seconds.
Grizzlies. Despite some strong inIt should be noted that the
dividual performances, the Lords Lords and Ladies forfeited all posand Ladies fell short of winning sible points in the diving events
their respective meets. The Lords because of the lack of a diving
lost 164-114 and the Ladies lost program, which greatly lowered
179-115.
their chances of winning. Steen
On the men’s side, the Lords commented on the lack of a diving
captured four events: the 50-yard program, saying : “Of course, it’s a
freestyle, the 100-yard freestyle, huge disadvantage facing any team
the 200-yard medley relay and the — Division I, II or III — without
200-yard freestyle relay. Zachary divers. We will likely lose the conTurk ’12 played a key part in all ference meet in 2010, as we did in
four of these triumphs, winning 2009, because of diving. We don’t
the 50-yard freestyle and 100-yard currently have any divers on the
freestyle with times of 21.13 sec- men’s side because we haven’t had
onds and 47.22 seconds, respec- a coach to recruit divers.”
tively, before swimming legs in
The Lords and Ladies look
the relays that the Lords managed to rebound when they face Witto win. As
tenberg University
a result of
o n S a t ur d a y, Ja n .
his out30, at 2:00 p.m. at
standing
the Kenyon Aquatic
perforCenter. This will be
mance,
the last dual meet
Tur k wa s
for the L ords and
named Di- collegeswimming.com L a d i e s b e f ore th e
vision III
North Coast AthNational Swimmer of the Week letic Conference championships,
by collegeswimming.com. Head which are critically important,
Men’s and Women’s Swimming according to Steen. “Our first
Coach Jim Steen reported that and foremost goal is to qualify a
Kegan Borland ’10, Andrew But- full team for nationals — 18 men
ler ’11, Michael Mpitsos ’11 and and 18 women,” Steen said. “At
Joey Pysnik ’12 also had strong this point we have 12 men and ten
performances.
women who have times that will
The Ladies also had a produc- get them invited to the [NCAA
tive meet, prevailing in the 200- Division III National Championyard freestyle, the 400-yard indi- ships] meet, so [the North Coast
vidual medley and the 200-yard Athletic Conference Championfreestyle relay. Steen attested that ships] are an important stepping
Lauren Brady ’11, Kellyn Caldwell stone to nationals. Of course, we
’12 and Hannah Saiz ’13 had es- would like to win the conference
pecially strong showings. Saiz won meet, but not at the expense of
the 200-yard freestyle with a time swimming our best at nationals.”
of 1:55.19, Caldwell came first in Both teams will improve as they
the 400-yard individual medley move towards another national
with a time of 4:35.05 and Brady championship title.
By Mark Motheral
Staff Writer

Kathleen Williams ’11 goes up for a rebound against a Hiram defender.

formances came from Morgan
Korinek ’12, who had 12 rebounds and 14 points, and Kayla
The Ladies entered the Sat- Ernst ’13, who had a career and
urday, Jan. 23, matchup against game high of 19 points.
Hiram College, hoping to put a
“I think that we had great
halt to a three-game losing streak. team defense, which is what won
As the game began, it seemed the game for us,” said co-captain
as though the Ladies would run Laura Goehrke ’10. “The past
away with it, as they scored the few games before Hiram, we were
first seven points of the game. playing on a more individual levFollowing that run, the g ame el, which was hurting us. But we
suddenly turned into a physical, turned it around and our defense
low-scoring contest as both teams’ ended up sparking our offense as
scoring attempts were thwarted well.” Co-captain Laurel Stokes
by effe ctive
’10 said : “It was
defenses. At
definitely a team
the end of the
win . Ever y on e
first half, the
that g ot on the
Ladies held
floor contributed
a 25-20 lead
in some way. And
o ver Hiram
even our energ y
- Morgan Korinek ’ 12 on the bench was
College.
Coming
great.” This win
out of the locker room, the La- g ives the Ladies a 4-4 record
dies looked a little flat, allowing against North Coast Athletic
Hiram to pierce their defense Conference opponents and an
and take a 28-27 lead. Following 11-6 record overall. The win
a timeout, however, the Ladies is also the first of a nine-game
refocused and went on a 14-2 run stretch against NCAC oppo to take a comfortable 41-30 lead. nents, a schedule that, according
From there, the Ladies continued to Stokes, is an opportunity to
their effective defense and coasted prove themselves. “Currently we
to a 57-44 victory over the Hiram are fourth, behind Denison [UniCollege Terriers. Standout per- versity], Wittenberg [College]
By Nate Oldach
Sports Editor

“We need to play 40
minutes of Kenyon
Ladies basketball.”

Nate Oldach

and Ohio Wesleyan University,
but we have a chance to play each
of those teams again, and we are
evenly matched with all of them.
We are an extremely talented
team with a lot of weapons and
we’ve been practicing hard every
day, knowing that it will pay off
come tourney time,” she said.
The Lad ies next su it up
against Allegheny College this
Saturday, Jan. 30, at home at
3:00 p.m., a match that looks to
be a test of the team’s make-up.
“Whenever we play against Allegheny, it’s a tough match,” said
Goehrke. “Last time we played
them, we played terribly, so I’m
sure we will pick it up this next
time and play like we are able
to.”
“We need to finish strong,”
Korniek added. “Many times
we’ll get a big lead and then get
complacent, letting our opponent
catch up to us. We need to play 40
great minutes of Kenyon Ladies
basketball.”
“Much of the time people
underestimate Kenyon,” sa id
Stokes. The Ladies will look to
suprise the rest of the NCAC and
at the same time punch their ticket to the NCAA tournament.

Turk was named Division III National
Swimmer of the
Week.

How Can the Olympics Cut Costs Without Losing Viewers?
By james asimes
Sports Columnist
While our neighbors to the
north in beautiful Vancouver are
making final preparations for the
2010 Winter Olympics, much of the
coverage has been focused on the
athletes competing, especially the
Americans. Here are a few numbers
that will not receive as much attention
as the medal count.
There are an average of 12.3
events for each basic sport, supposedly to give as many athletes as possible
a chance to medal. While the 2010
winter games were initially expected
to bring in $10 billion in economic

compensation for the city of Vancouver, the most recent projection is
only one-tenth of that due to underestimated costs and overspending.
The initial cost of hosting the 2010
Winter Olympics was around $600
million; the most recent estimates,
however, give a projected cost of $6
billion. The Olympic Village alone
came in $100 million over budget,
with the extra funding coming from
the taxpayers in the city of Vancouver.
Security was projected to cost a paltry
$175 million, but the final cost for
security is somewhere in the ballpark
of $1 billion. The broadcasting rights
were sold to the National Broadcasting Company for a cost of $820

million, but the troubled network
announced it could lose more money
by broadcasting the 2010 Winter
Olympics than it lost in the settlement with former Tonight Show host
Conan O’Brien. Sixty-nine percent
of British Columbians feel “too much
money is being spent on the games,”
according to the Sports Illustrated
Web site.
Obviously, these numbers do
not add up to Olympic success for the
host city. It is clear that the system is
broken, as the costs of hosting even
the Winter Olympics are rising to astronomical levels, making it doubtful
whether host cities can turn a profit.
The easiest way to fix the growing

issue is to scale down the scope of
at least the winter games. While the
Summer Olympics are a spectacle
on another level, the tradition-filled
summer games could be revamped
as well.
Paring down the number of
events is the quickest way to reduce
the financial burden on the host cities, and it has the added advantage
of increasing the competitive level of
the games. For example, long-track
speed-skating requires a separate
arena due to the larger area of the
ice. If all speed-skating were moved
to short-track racing, which can be
held within a hockey arena, all of
the fastest speed-skaters in the world

would compete in the same events.
This would also remove the need
for a completely separate venue for
speed-skating. Fewer events, venues
and athletes also cut down the alarming costs of security, as the events
are more concentrated and easily
maintained.
The prevalent trend suggests that
the games will not be scaled down
any time soon and that eventually the
Olympics will become too big for a
city to support. Rather than risking
the cancellation of an Olympics,
winter or summer, due to a lack of
finances, the International Olympic
Committee needs to look at decreasing the size of the games.
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Partly Cloudy
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Saturday

Lords and Ladies Swimming
Saturday, Jan. 30, at 1:00 p.m.
Kenyon hosts Wittenberg
University
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Friday

Lords Basketball
Saturday, Jan. 30, at 1:00 p.m.
Kenyon hosts Wabash College
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Squash Solidifies its National Reputation
By Nate oldach
Sports Editor
In the fast-paced squash court
environment, it takes lightning-fast
reflexes and a keen eye for strategy to
master the game. If this past weekend is any indication of what the
Kenyon College Squash Team can
do, Kenyon has nine capable players
representing us. The three-year-old
club team, unknown to the majority of the campus until last year, is
making a name for itself. Having
recently been ranked 33 out of all
squash college teams in the nation by
the College Squash Association, the
Lords looked to cement their reputation as one of the elite collegiate
club teams this past Saturday, Jan.
23, when they took on two ranked
opponents: the University of Notre
Dame and Purdue University.
First on the docket were the
Fighting Irish from Notre Dame,
a team that currently enjoys the
55th national ranking. Early on,
the Lords’ nine starters, Matthew
Sargent ’10, Spencer Carlson ’12,
Mike Shea ’10, Brandon Bollonger
’11, Eric Milbourn ’13, Justin Talwar
’10, Danilo Lobo Dias ’12, Chris
Wert ’12 and Robert Mueller ’12,
looked just as good as advertised as
they capitalized on every point. The
team won their first five matches
in a convincing manner. But the
team didn’t stop there. The Lords
finished off the Fighting Irish in
decisive fashion, winning the meet
by a whopping nine matches to zero.
“We were confident going into the
match, knowing that Notre Dame
was ranked below us, but we still
looked to win as many matches as
possible to solidify our ranking,” cocaptain Shea said. “We played well
and were pleased with our results
in the first match.” The team was in
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Justin Talwar ’10 readies for a shot against a Notre Dame opponent.

good spirits heading into the second
meet of the day against the 45thranked Purdue Boilermakers.
The second match looked as
though it would have a similar result
as the Lords roared out to a comfortable three matches to zero lead
over the Boilermakers. The Lords
then lost the following match and
split the remaining two making the
score a tenuous four matches to two
lead. The Lords remained unfazed
and went on to win two of the final
three matches of the day, finishing
with an impressive six matches to
three victory. “Even though we lost
three matches in the second meet,
we still were pleased with the overall
result as we came out with a win,”
Shea said.
This young team has one relatively unknown hero who has helped
to guide it to where it is now. John
Knepper ’62, a former two- sport
Kenyon Varsity athlete, agreed three
years ago to be the team’s advisor on
the condition that the team would
work hard and become competitive.

He took what started as a hobby and
turned it into an intense club team.
He believes that the team is beginning to reap the benefits.
“It is hard to believe just how
far this team has come in three short
years,” Knepper said. “Now instead
of scrounging around to fill a team,
we have 12 legitimate contenders for
nine spots. Even with our number
one player [Peter Nolan ’11] spending the semester abroad, we have had
everyone step up and compete to
make the team better.” Nolan was
recently ranked individually as the
127th best squash player nationally
by the College Squash Association
Web site and will return to compete
in Febuary. Knepper believes that
the team’s recent success is due to a
combination of the players’ outstanding work ethic, a more competitively
planned schedule and increased team
chemistry. “In particular, our team
chemistry is exceptional,” he said.
“I think it started last year with
winning our division at nationals,
but this year I see a greater sense of
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purpose with members becoming
closer as the result.”
As for what the team needs to
improve, Knepper compared Kenyon to national powerhouses on the
East Coast including the likes of Yale
University, Harvard University and
Princeton University. “While the
team is much stronger [than in the
past], especially among the lower
two-thirds of our lineup, what we really need is greater funding,” he said.
“For us to go forward to compete
against the top teams in the country,
we need greater funding because
there is limited intercollegiate competition nearby. To get to the best
competition, we, as a team, need to
travel to the East Coast at least three
times a year.” The team will have to
settle for the competition in and
around Ohio. Next Monday, Feb.
1, the team meets 24th-ranked Denison University at Denison. “We’ve
never won a match against Denison,
but we’ve improved a lot and hope to
make it a really competitive match,”
Shea said.

Lords Fall Short to Hiram Terriers in Conference Matchup
By sam katz
Staff Writer
The Lords basketball team went
down to the wire in Saturday, Jan. 23,
afternoon’s hard-fought game, but
Hiram College outlasted Kenyon,
thus ending Kenyon’s two-game
winning streak. The Lords trailed by
a small margin the entire game, going
shot-for-shot with Hiram, but came
up short of stealing the win in the
closing seconds.
It was a tough loss for the Lords,
especially after outplaying Hiram in
many facets of the game. The Lords
turned the ball over less and played
superior defense, but Hiram scored
a few big shots as the clock wound
down.
The Lords shot well from threepoint range, going 10 for 25 from beyond the arch. J.T Knight ’11 finished
with a game-high 26 points going 8
for 15 from the field, including five
three-pointers.
With the first half winding down

Ladies and
Lords Impress
at Denison

Marcus Healy ’13 fights for positioning.

and Hiram up two points, Anthony
Chun ’12 and Knight teamed up for
consecutive fast-break baskets, forcing Hiram to call a timeout. Both
teams regrouped after the timeout,
and Kenyon went into the locker
room with momentum after cutting
Hiram’s lead to 36-38.
Hiram came out hot to start
the second half. The Terriers pushed
the lead to nine before Knight led an
eight-point Kenyon run with the help
of Marcus Healey ’13. But following
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the run Hiram pushed Kenyon’s lead
back to seven in the next few minutes.
Kenyon fought hard, though, cutting
the lead to a one-possession game
inside the three-minute mark.
With 50 seconds left and Kenyon down three, Chun went for a
game-breaking steal near mid-court
but came up empty-handed. Chun’s
missed opportunity told the story of
the entire game, as missed opportunities doomed the Lords’ chances.
The game held one statistic that

stood out from the rest: Kenyon went
14 for 27 from the free-throw line.
“We can definitely look to improve upon our foul shooting,” Daniel
Glaser ’13 said. “We executed our
objective of limiting ourselves to less
than 12 turnovers, though.”
The Lords played at a high level
after winning two straight matchups,
but just could not prevail. They shot
well from the field (43 percent),
exceptionally well from three-point
range (50 percent) and kept the turnover total to ten, all signs of a team
playing productive basketball.
The Lords will look to rebound
after Saturday’s loss and get back to
their winning ways when they face
Wabash College team Saturday, Jan.
30. If the Lords can shore up the
small stuff, there’s no reason they
can’t win against Wabash. This game
is of sentimental value to the team as
it is the annual “White Out” game
in which attendees are encouraged
to adorn white attire in recognition
of Cancer awareness.

After a long winter break, the
Lords and Ladies indoor track season
resumed this past Saturday, Jan. 23, at
Denison University’s Lid-Lifter Invitational. Although the meet will not
count in the overall standings, there
were signs of the teams’ potential.
On the men’s side, Jake Fishbein ’13
had two second-place finishes: one
in the 55-meter dash and the other
in the 200-meter dash. Fishbein also
ran a leg in the Lords’ 4x200 meter
relay victory. Another stand-out
performer was Brendan Coyne ’11,
who finished the 55-meter dash in
third place.
On the women’s side, Morgan
O’Connor ’12 won the mile in a
time of 5:29.40, and later helped the
Ladies to a 4x400-meter relay victory.
Other impressive performances came
from newcomers Leah Jacques ’13
and Alexia Derkasch ’13, who placed
second in the 200-meter dash and the
400-meter dash respectively.
“Overall, I think this meet was
a good starting point for us,” Head
Cross Country and Track and Field
Coach Duane Gomez said. “The
women in particular look strong. We
have a lot of depth, with some solid
returning upperclassmen and some
really talented [first years] who are
adjusting well.”
Gomez is especially pleased
with the Ladies’ increased depth in
the field events. “In the shot[put],
where we haven’t been as strong in
the past, we now have two who will
score with Betsy Segelken [’10] and
Julie Amfahr [’13],” he said. On the
men’s side, Gomez is pleased with his
team but recognizes that this year will
be tough, having graduated so many
talented athletes this past year. “We
may not be as deep, but we do have
our team leaders in Pat Meyers [’12],
who will score on a regular basis, Jake
Fishbein, who showed what he can
do last weekend and Andrew Borrasso [’10], who can pretty much do
everything and is training to compete
in the decathlon.”
Although it may still be early
in the season, Gomez sees team potential and feels that the Ladies will
contend in the top five in the North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC),
while the Lords will finish somewhere
in the middle of the pack. As for this
weekend’s NCAC Relays on Jan. 30 at
Denison University, Gomez is keeping an upbeat attitude.
“The relays should be fun,” he
said. “It’s early but everyone will race
hard to see how they match up against
the rest of the conference. Regardless,
we will continue to train hard and
improve as the season continues.” If
the teams improve on their impressive
start numerous athletes will represent
Kenyon in the National Championships later this year.

